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Abstract—This paper is about grasping known objects of
arbitrary shape with a humanoid robot. We extend our previous
work, where we presented a grasp planning method using
an object representation based on the medial axis transform
(MAT). The MAT describes an object’s topological skeleton
and contains information about local symmetry properties and
thickness valuable for grasp planning. So far, our previous
work was only conducted in simulation. The contribution
of this paper is the transfer of our grasp planning method
to the real world. We present grasping experiments with
challenging arbitrarily shaped objects where we execute the
grasps generated by our grasp planner on a real humanoid
robot with a five-finger hand.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Fig. 1: ARMAR-IIIb’s right hand.

Grasping objects is a challenging problem in robotics. Yet,
it is a capability crucial for future service robots to be able
to assist people in their daily lives.
Grasp planning deals with the problem of finding a hand
pose relative to a known object and a joint angle vector
of the fingers such that the object can be stably grasped.
Due to its complexity, grasp planning is often performed
using simulation environments ([1], [2], [3]), where various
constraints such as hand kinematics, forces and object shape
can be taken into account. A common approach is to use
various heuristics to generate candidate grasps and to assess
their quality using a metric for force-closure [4]. We give
a short overview on the branches of research that are most
relevant to our own work.
One branch of research focuses on dimensionality reduction. In this context, Ciocarlie et al. ([5],[6]) introduced
the concept of eigengrasps which allows to perform grasp
planning in subspaces of the hand configuration space.
A second branch of work focuses on approaches based on
shape matching to plan grasps, sometimes using databases
of grasps. Li et al. [7] used motion capturing to build the
database, whereas Goldfeder et al. [8] used the eigengrasp
planner for that purpose and extended his approach also to
partial 3D data [9]. Saut et al. [10] presented an approach
that uses precomputation for the hand’s inverse kinematics.
The third branch of research is based on the grasping by
parts paradigm, where various approaches were presented
that decomposed objects into parts in order to plan grasps
on the individual parts, using a forward approach and squeeze
method for the hand. The first method in this context used

Fig. 2: Our test objects. We intentionally chose objects with
challenging shapes to show the capabilities of our grasp
planner.

Fig. 3: Some example grasps generated by our grasp planning
algorithm.

shape primitives [11] which was followed by approaches
using superquadrics [12] and bounding boxes [13]. Two
methods that also use the forward approach and squeeze
framework but avoid shape decomposition were presented
by Berenson et al. [14] who only considers surface normals
of the shape and Roa et al. [15] who exploited regions of low
curvature on the object’s surface for grasp planning. Aleotti
et al. [16] proposed a method for grasp planning using the
Reeb Graph.
In our previous work in the area of grasp planning, we
followed the idea of the grasping by parts paradigm, but
our goal was to avoid sacrificing geometrically meaningful
candidate grasps due to poor shape approximation, as is
the case when using shape primitives, bounding boxes or
superquadrics. In order to achieve this goal, we chose to
use inscribed spheres as a foundation for our grasp planning
method. The first version of our grasp planner [17] analyzed
slices of an object’s medial axis (MA) [18], using different
heuristics to generate candidate grasps, depending on the MA
slice types present in the object. While this worked well
on a set of household objects, the limitation was that for
objects with more complicated shapes, the user had to define
additional slice types and heuristics to generate candidate
grasps. In order to remove this limitation, we developed a
second version of our grasp planner [19] based on the medial
axis transform (MAT) which provides radius and object angle
for each sphere, enabling the grasp planner to assess an
object’s local thickness and to rate spheres according to their
significance to grasp planning. As a result, this grasp planner
can generate geometrically meaningful candidate grasps for
arbitrarily shaped objects.
Yet, our previous work on grasp planning was only in
simulation (see Fig. 3). In this paper, we use a real humanoid
robot with a five-finger hand (see Fig. 1) to perform grasps
generated by our grasp planner on objects with difficult
shapes (see Fig. 2). However, in order to grasp known objects
on a real robot, apart from grasp planning, some more
modules need to interact. Therefore, besides the experiments
on the robot, the second focus of this paper is on the
integration aspects of the system, i.e. the interaction of the
grasp planner, object pose estimation, inverse kinematics
checks, visual servoing and hand control in order to perform
a grasp.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
present an overview of our complete system, describing the
modules involved in the grasping pipeline. In Section III,
we describe the humanoid robot platform we use for our
experiments. In Section IV, we present experimental results.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V with a discussion
and some ideas for future research directions.
II. O UR APPROACH
In this section, we present our strategy to grasp known
objects, using an offline approach based on the medial axis
transform to plan grasps for mesh models. As we focus in
this paper on the presentation of an integrated system, we

describe the individual modules only briefly. In each section,
we refer the reader to our own previous work where more
details on the algorithms and technical implementations are
provided. Our system deals with the following subtasks:
•
•

•

•

•

Object model acquisition, generating 3D mesh models
of objects by means of a 3D laser scanner.
Object identification and pose estimation based on computer vision methods, providing the object’s pose in a
real scene. We emphasize that the focus here is not on
vision, but that we want to use objects with various
shapes in our experiments.
Object shape approximation using the medial axis transform (MAT), providing information on valuable local
symmetry properties of the object to be exploited by
the grasp planner.
Grasp planning, generating candidate grasps for the
objects based on their MAT and testing them for forceclosure.
Grasp execution, using inverse kinematics checks and
visual servoing to execute planned grasps on our humanoid robot.

A. Object model acquisition
In this paper, we perform grasping experiments on a set
of objects with known geometry (see Fig. 2). For grasp
planning and pose estimation, we need surface mesh models
of these objects which we acquire using an interactive object
modeling system ([20],[21]). The respective object is placed
on a rotation plate in front of a Minolta VI-900 laser scanner
which uses an active triangulation measurement method.
Using various rotation angles of the plate, the laser scanner
generates partial surface point clouds of the objects from
different perspectives. These partial surface point clouds are
registered, resulting in a triangulated mesh for each object.
The object models used in this paper, among others, are also
publicly available in the KIT ObjectModels Web Database
[22].
B. Object identification and pose estimation
To be able to identify and estimate a 6D pose of the
objects online, we use a shape-based recognition approach
presented in detail in [23]. First, the object’s appearances
are learned offline. We use the previously mentioned surface
mesh models with a white texture to generate views of any
rotation that should be recognized. The shape of any view is
extracted, the data reduced using principal component analysis (PCA) and then stored in a database. For recognition, the
same image processing steps as in the learning process are
applied to the stereo camera images captured by the robot’s
eyes to extract the shape of the single-colored object. To find
the best match with the database a pattern matching with a
so called universal eigenspace [24] is performed. With the
stored rotation of the object in the database and the position
of the object in the stereo images, the rotation and translation
can be calculated to generate the needed 6D pose estimation.

C. Shape approximation using the medial axis transform
Instead of generating candidate grasps directly on an
object’s surface mesh, we use an object representation based
on the medial axis transform (MAT) for this purpose. In
this Section and in Section II-D we briefly describe shape
approximation and grasp planning based on the MAT, but we
refer the interested reader to our previous work (see [19])
on this topic, where we explained these methods in greater
detail.
We approximate arbitrary three-dimensional shapes by
inscribing spheres of maximum diameter, which means that
the spheres have to touch the original shape’s boundary at
two or more different points. These spheres are called medial
spheres. The medial axis (MA) denotes the union of these
medial spheres’ centers. It was originally introduced by Blum
[18] and provides a topological skeleton of an object. The
medial axis transform (MAT) denotes the MA combined
with the associated sphere radii. The benefit of the MAT
is the fact that it is a complete shape descriptor, i.e. it can
describe the original shape with arbitrary precision. This is
very useful for grasp planning, as a grasp planner can easily
exploit an object’s local symmetry properties contained in
the MAT, while avoiding the pruning of potential high-quality
candidate grasps from the search space due to poor geometry
approximation, as is the case for methods based on bounding
boxes [13], shape primitives [11] and superquadrics [12].
D. Candidate grasp generation and testing
For our grasp planning algorithm, the basic primitives for
object geometry are the medial spheres. The parameters of
a medial sphere are its center coordinates X, its radius r,
the set of points P where it touches the surface and the
object angle αo (see [25]) which denotes the maximum angle
included by two vectors from the sphere’s center to two
different surface points psi,j ∈ P . Fig. 4 shows a cross
section of a box-shaped object with its medial axis (pink)
and some medial spheres. The blue spheres have an object
angle of αo,1 = 180◦ and are located at the object’s central
symmetry plane. The red spheres have an object angle of
αo,2 = 90◦ . They are located at branches of the MA that
describe the edges and corners of the object.

Fig. 4: Cross section of a box-shaped object with its medial
axis (pink) and some medial spheres, with their centers Xi ,
radii ri , object angles αo,i and surface points psi,j .
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Fig. 5: Medial spheres as a representation for an object’s
shape, colored according to the sphere radius. All spheres (a),
only spheres with αo ≥ 120◦ (b), additional lower bounds
on minimum sphere radius rmin (c)-(e): rmin = 0.3rmax
(c), rmin = 0.5rmax (d), rmin = 0.7rmax (e)

Our algorithm is based on the idea that medial spheres with
special properties should be considered for grasp planning.
In order to generate candidate grasps for a medial sphere,
an efficient way to access other spheres in its neighborhood
is necessary. Therefore, we sort all the medial spheres
into a three-dimensional grid structure, which gives us the
possibility to perform spatial indexing.
The two main parameters describing a medial sphere’s
significance for grasp planning are its object angle αo and
its radius r. Spheres with big object angles rather contribute
to the volume of the object, while spheres with small object
angles rather contribute to surface details. Fig. 5 shows one
of our test objects represented by its medial spheres. The
colors of the spheres range from red for the smallest spheres
over yellow and green to blue for the biggest spheres.
The sphere radius is useful to determine where to grasp
the object. On the one hand, spheres with big radii can often
be used to generate power grasps, if their size is similar to
the biggest sphere a hand can stably grasp. If a sphere is too
big for the hand, it will not be considered for grasp planning,
as in that case, the object is too thick to be grasped. On the
other hand, small spheres may not be interesting for grasping,
if bigger spheres are available somewhere else in the object.
These smaller spheres often rather contribute to the surface
details of the object, so sometimes it makes sense to discard
them, especially if we want to generate power grasps on the
bigger spheres. Yet, these spheres can be useful to generate
precision grasps.
Fig. 5a shows all spheres of the object. Fig. 5b shows
only spheres with object angles αo ≥ 120◦ . In addition
to the restriction on αo , Fig. 5c depicts only spheres with
radii bigger than 30% of the biggest sphere radius in the
object. Similarly, the threshold is 50% and 70% in Fig. 5d
and Fig. 5e, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 5, applying
a lower bound of αo ≥ 120◦ and discarding smaller spheres
gradually reduces the object’s surface details, but preserves
the object’s skeleton which is very useful for grasp planning,
as we will see in the following.
Our grasp planning algorithm uses only spheres with
object angles αo ≥ 120◦ . For each remaining medial sphere

Fig. 6: Centers of the inscribed spheres and candidate grasps
generated for the moon object. The dots indicate the sphere
centers, colored according to their respective ρN values.
Green and orange lines indicate hand approach directions
toward the object; short magenta lines indicate hand orientation vectors.

s, we examine a local neighborhood N within a search radius
rN around s. We perform principal component analysis
(PCA) on the sphere centers of sN which yields the first
two eigenvectors e1 , e2 and the corresponding eigenvalues
λ1 , λ2 . Depending on the ratio of the eigenvalues
ρN =

λ2
λ1

(1)

we classify each medial sphere to be located on a local
symmetry axis, at the rim of a local symmetry plane or inside
a local symmetry plane. For spheres on a local symmetry
axis, we generate approach directions for the hand perpendicular to the symmetry axis, i.e. e1 , and a hand orientation
that enables the fingers to wrap around the symmetry axis.
For spheres at a local symmetry plane’s rim, we generate
approach directions for the hand perpendicular to the rim (i.e.
parallel to e2 ), with hand orientations that make it likely that
the fingers will establish contact with the object at opposing
sides of the local symmetry plane, where e1 is aligned to the
local symmetry plane’s rim. Spheres inside a local symmetry
plane may not be reachable for grasping. Therefore, we do
not generate any candidate grasps for these spheres. In all
cases, the respective sphere’s center is the grasp target point
to be approached by the hand during grasping.
As an example, consider Fig. 6. It shows the centers
of the inscribed medial spheres and the resulting candidate
grasps. The sphere centers are depicted as dots with colors
ranging from black over red, yellow and green to blue for
increasing values of ρN . The green and orange rays pointing

towards the object are hand approach directions, where the
green rays indicate approach directions originating from
local symmetry planes and orange rays indicate approach
directions originating from local symmetry axes. The short
magenta lines at the end of the approach directions indicate
the hand orientation vectors. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the
hand approach directions and orientations are aligned with
the object’s central symmetry plane, so it is likely that the
fingers of the robot hand will touch the object at opposing
sides when closing the hand.
As a second example, consider Fig. 7 which shows approach directions of candidate grasps for the clown object,
depending on the choice of the search radius rN and the
sphere radii to be considered for grasp planning. The clown
object in Fig. 7 is 14.0cm tall. The top row of Fig. 7
shows approach directions for rN = 1.0cm, whereas the
bottom row shows approach directions for rN = 3.0cm.
In the leftmost column, spheres for candidate grasp generation were selected without regarding the sphere radius.
In the other columns (from left to right), only spheres with
r ≥ krmax , k ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} were considered for candidate
grasp generation, where k = 0.7 means that only spheres
with at least 70% of the radius of the biggest sphere in the
object were considered for candidate grasp generation. As
can be seen from Fig. 7, increasing the value of k leads to
thin parts of the object like the head, the hand and the feet
being ignored and thick parts of the torso being preferred
during candidate grasp generation. Comparing the upper and
the lower row of Fig. 7, the difference is mainly in the
approach directions. In case of the bigger search radius in
the lower row, a bigger part of the object is considered for
PCA, in the extreme case (lower right) resulting in various
approach directions towards the left and the right side of the
object.
In order to test the candidate grasp for force-closure,
we use a testing procedure similar to the one proposed by
Berenson et al. [14]. For each candidate grasp, we first
set the hand into the grasp target point, with its palm
facing the object, and a start orientation corresponding to
the candidate grasp’s approach direction and hand orientation
vector. Then, we retract the hand from the object along the
approach direction until there is no more inter-penetration
between the object and the hand. Finally, we close the fingers
around the object, determine the contact points and normals
and compute the common force-closure measure [4] of the
candidate grasp. We keep candidate grasps with force-closure
for actual execution on the robot. For more details on the
algorithm for candidate grasp generation based on the MAT,
we refer the reader to our previous work in [19].
E. Grasp Execution
Now we have a collection of force-closure grasps generated by our grasp planner. Due to environmental restrictions
and reachability constraints, not all of these grasps can be
executed. The reachability of a specific grasp depends on
the object’s pose in the scene which we determine using the

Fig. 7: Candidate grasps generated for the clown object for different parameter choices of rN and rmin . Green and orange
lines indicate approach directions of the hand, magenta lines indicate associated hand orientation vectors. Top row: rN =
1.0cm. Bottom row: rN = 3.0cm. 1st column: no lower bound on sphere radius. 2nd column: rmin = 0.3rmax . 3rd column:
rmin = 0.5rmax . 4th column: rmin = 0.7rmax .

method described in Section II-B. Once the object pose is
known, the grasps that were originally in an object-centered
coordinate frame are transformed to the robot’s platform
coordinate frame. Executing individual grasps on the robot
consists of three steps: moving the hand to a pre-grasp pose,
then moving it to the final pose, and finally closing the fingers
of the hand. The pre-grasp pose is necessary to guarantee a
collision-free movement of the hand to the final grasp pose,
without pushing or toppling the object caused by undesired
contacts between hand and object. The grasp pose is the
final pose of the hand with respect to the object which was
found by the grasp planer. We generate the pre-pose from
the grasp pose by moving the hand a small distance along
the approach direction away from the grasp pose. We use the
Reachability Spaces method proposed by Vahrenkamp et al.
[26] to filter out unreachable grasps. Reachable grasps can
then be selected for actual execution. In order to compensate
for inaccuracies in pose estimation and in the execution of
the arm movements, we use a visual servoing approach as
described in [27] where we observe both the object pose and
the end effector pose to move the hand to the pre-pose and to
the final grasp pose. At the grasp pose, we close the fingers
according to the joint angles determined by the grasp planner
and lift the object.
III. E XPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
We used the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIb for our experiments (see [28] and Fig. 8). From a kinematics point of view,

ARMAR-IIIb consists of the following subsystems: The
head, the torso, the two arms, and the platform. ARMARIIIb’s head has seven degrees of freedom (DoF). There are
two cameras in each eye. The eyes have independent pan
joints and a common tilt joint. The torso has one DoF
which enables the robot to turn its upper body. Each arm
has seven DoF: three DoF in the shoulder, two DoF in the
elbow and two DoF in the wrist. The hand consists of five
fingers with 8 DoF driven by pneumatic actuators [29]. For
our experiments, we used ARMAR-IIIb’s right hand, which
additionally provides joint encoders and pressure sensors,
allowing for force position control of each DoF [30]. The
hand has a total of eight DoF; one DoF for flexion of the
palm, two DoF for flexion in the thumb, the index, and
the middle finger, respectively, and one DoF for combined
flexion of the ring and pinky finger.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
In this section, we will demonstrate our method on the humanoid robot ARMAR-IIIb, grasping a set of test objects. We
present experimental results for the set of objects depicted
in Fig. 2. We chose these test objects due to their irregular
shapes, and some of them have also considerable surface
details. This makes grasp planning for these objects more
difficult than it is in the case of common household objects
that are typically used for grasping experiments. Our goal is
to show that our grasp planning algorithm is able to generate
feasible grasps even for objects with very irregular shapes.

Fig. 9: Steps of the grasp execution. 1st column: Test object on the table. 2nd column: Object localization with object mesh
and coordinate frame superimposed. 3rd column: selected candidate grasp. 4th column: ARMAR grasps and lifts the object.

Fig. 8: ARMAR-IIIb grasps an object.

The test objects are small toy figures made of styrofoam:
a dog, a lawn gnome, a moon, a star and a clown. The
dog and the lawn gnome are big relative to ARMAR’s hand,
with varying levels of thickness. The clown and the star have
sizes comparable to the hand. The moon has an intermediate
size and a smooth surface. The ways these objects can be
grasped are restricted. It matters where to grasp the objects,
from which direction to approach the hand and which hand
orientation to use in order for the fingers to be able to wrap
around the object.
During the preparation phase for the experiments, we

generated surface meshes of the objects with the 3D laser
scanner, as explained in Section II-A and registered these
meshes with the recognition system. For grasp planning, we
computed the MAT of each object model as follows: Based
on the surface point cloud of the mesh, we first generated the
MA using the Tight Cocone tool [31]. Then, we reconstructed
the MAT from the MA and the surface point cloud, using a
simple search-based method [19]. Using each object’s MAT
and surface mesh, we generated a set of candidate grasps as
described in Section II-D and computed their force-closure 
score, keeping only the force-closure grasps for execution.
For this purpose, we used a model of the ARMAR-IIIb
hand and the OpenRAVE [2] simulator. The steps of the
grasp execution are illustrated in Fig. 9, showing ARMAR’s
camera images during the execution of candidate grasps and
a virtual representation of the scene. For the online execution
of the candidate grasps on the robot, we placed each object
in front of the robot on a table (Fig. 9, 1st column). In case
of the moon and the star, we fixed the object with wire on
a small piece of cardboard in order to ensure an upright
pose of the object. In case of the clown, we put the object
on a small pedestal in order to reduce the risk of collision
between the hand and the table. We localized the object
using the object recognition and pose estimation system,
transforming the previously object-centered candidate grasps
to the actual scene in ARMAR’s platform coordinate frame
(Fig. 9, 2nd column). Using the Reachability Spaces IK test,
we checked the reachability of each candidate grasp’s pre

Fig. 10: Some example grasps we executed during our experiments.

pose and grasp pose, discarding candidate grasps outside
ARMAR’s workspace. We manually selected some of the
reachable candidate grasps for execution on ARMAR (Fig. 9,
3rd column). In order to grasp the objects, we first moved
the hand to a collision-free configuration above the table.
Then, using visual servoing, we moved the hand to the prepose, and finally to the grasp pose. At the grasp pose, we
closed the fingers and lifted the object (Fig. 9, 4th column).
In our experiments, ARMAR was able to grasp all of our
test objects. Some of the resulting grasps are shown in
Fig. 10. It has to be noted, that despite the use of visual
servoing techniques, a residual uncertainty remains in the
hand pose relative to the object, as both hand pose and
object pose rely on vision data. Also, due to the pneumatic
actuation of the fingers, the fingers’ final poses and therefore
the contacts between the fingers and the object vary from
the values predicted by the grasp planning simulation. As
a combined effect, sometimes the object was pushed a bit
by the palm or the fingers before grasping, and during
closing the hand, the object sometimes turned a bit. Yet,
our approach to grasp planning takes this into account, as
we can focus on generating grasps for big spheres of the
object, ignoring thin parts and surface details. This way,
despite the pose uncertainties, the hand with its relatively
high number of DoF is able to wrap around the object and
successfully grasp it in most cases, because the approach
direction and the hand orientation with respect to the object
are geometrically meaningful in the sense that the fingers
touch the object at opposing sides [32] and the hand is able

to squeeze the object. Also, in case of objects with obvious
symmetry properties and a smooth surface, like the moon
and the star, the grasps are aligned with the central symmetry
planes, effectively favoring finger contacts in regions of low
curvature during grasping.
V. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a strategy to grasp known
objects based on the medial axis transform (MAT), a topological skeleton representation based on inscribed spheres,
that contains information about an object’s local symmetry
properties. We extended our previous work on grasp planning
[19] and performed grasping experiments on a real humanoid
robot. In order to execute the planned grasps, we integrated
object pose estimation and visual servoing components, and
obtained a system that can grasp objects with difficult shapes
even in the presence of imperfect sensor data and limited actuator precision. The strength of our grasp planning approach
is the fact that it can deal with arbitrarily shaped objects, and
the usage of a complete shape descriptor avoids sacrificing
potential high-quality candidate grasps due to poor geometry
approximation. The grasp planner is able to identify parts
of the object where the object’s local thickness is suitable
for grasping and generates candidate grasps accordingly. The
possibility to discard spheres depending on their contribution
to the object’s shape enables the planner to focus on the
graspable parts of the object and to generate grasps even for
objects with many surface details. Possible future research
directions may include the execution of precision grasps.

This may be possible by the use of fingertip tracking [33] in
order to increase the precision of finger placement.
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